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Abstract—To make computers obtain a deeper thinking, we 
propose a question semantic representation model based on 
concept knowledge tree, which integrates concepts and 
knowledge to express questions’ semantics. Combined the 
question semantic representation model and related knowledge, 
we introduce a knowledge-driven semantic reasoning 
algorithm to recursively obtain new knowledge for deepening 
the comprehending of questions. We evaluate the performance 
of our system on a collected dataset, and the top-1 accuracy 
reaches to 62.1%. Experimental results demonstrate our 
proposed methods improve the depth of question 
comprehending. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

Question answering systems aim to automatically answer 
questions proposed in natural language, which can help 
people to find corresponding information more efficiently [1].
Nowadays, many semantic parsing models, information 
retrieval methods and neural network are introduced to 
analyze questions and answers, which achieves great success. 
And many open-domain knowledge bases have been built, 
which contain many entities and relations. Compared to 
various questions, these knowledge is still incomplete. 
Knowledge is never finite for both people and computers. 
The biggest difference between computers and human is that 
there are no intelligence. In knowledge-based question 
answering (KB-QA) systems, how to obtain answers with 
incomplete knowledge is a challenging problem. If we make 
computers have reasoning ability, it would be possible to 
make computers comprehend knowledge. Most researchers 
focus on designing knowledge and question representation 
models to analyze natural language questions and extract 
corresponding answers, neglecting the answers reasoning. 
Moreover, the potential relationships between searching 
process and extracting answers also benefit the reasoning, 
increasing the comprehending ability for complex questions. 

Considering these problems, we integrate concept 
knowledge tree (CKT) that contains general concepts, 
domain knowledge, and semantic relationships into question 
answering systems to increase questions’ semantic 
connections and enlarge questions’ semantic representations. 

The main contributions of this paper are two parts. First, 
we introduce a Chinese question semantic representation 

model based on the CKT to enhance the ability for 
questions’ semantic representations. Second, a semantic 
reasoning algorithm is proposed to comprehend questions 
with related concepts or knowledge. It recursively evolves 
semantic representation for questions and generates new 
knowledge from concepts base and domain knowledge base,
which gradually approaches the real answers.

II. AN OVERVIEW OF OUR SYSTEM

We transform the CKT into question answering systems 
and introduce a KB-QA system to further mine questions’
semantics. It mainly includes: preprocessing, question 
representation generation, concepts and knowledge nodes 
mapping, semantic reasoning, and answers merging and 
filtering, as shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Architecture of our KB-QA system. 

A. Question Preprocessing 
Each question can be divided into main clause and one or 

more dependent clauses. The main clause refers to the 
sentence containing interrogatives, while dependent clauses 
refer to adverbial sentences, attribute sentences or others. To 
obtain question components, we perform word segmentation, 
part of speech tagging and syntax analysis with Language 
Technology Platform [2]. 

B. Question Semantic Representation Generation 
It consists of question representation generation that uses 

Chinese basic phrases and defined transformational rules to 
develop its structured expressions, and question 
representation mapping that connects structured 
representations with concepts or knowledge nodes in the 
bases. Formalized representations can obtain the relations 
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among questions’ elements and extract the core of questions, 
and the mapping process embeds more semantics from the 
bases, enhancing machines to understand questions. 

C. Question Semantic Reasoning 
We propose a knowledge-driven semantic reasoning 

algorithm that integrates concepts base, knowledge base and 
question comprehending knowledge tree to further 
understand question semantics and reason its real intentions. 
The question comprehending knowledge tree (QCKT) uses 
to bridge the gap between questions and domain knowledge, 
which leverages the question representations, concepts 
relations and the connection between interrogative pronouns 
and knowledge to build this knowledge tree. 

D. Answer Merging and Filtering 
To avoid overlap and highlight the main idea of answers, 

we leverage some defined rules to merge answers generated 
from the main clause and dependent clauses of questions. 
Moreover, we filter out incorrect answers by obtaining the 
knowledge of interrogative pronouns and knowledge types. 

III. CONCEPT KNOWLEDGE TREE

Concept knowledge tree [3-6] as a knowledge 
representation model contains concepts, knowledge and 
semantic relations, which can encode human knowledge into 
computer systems. 

CKT defines formal semantic representations to describe 
language concepts. It divides concepts into independent 
concepts and compound concepts. The independent concepts 
are basic semantic representation units and can construct the 
compound concepts. The CKT defines three types formal 
representations to express compound concepts, including 
semantic constraint, semantic logic, and semantic state. 

The semantic constraint is mainly used to denote 
compound concepts which contain concepts modified and 
attributes constraint relationships, and is represented a two-
tuples (1):

:
Semantic Constraint

Constraint Concept Core Concept
 (1) 

where core concept is the essence of the semantic constraint; 
constraint concept uses to modify the core concept. 

The semantic logic describes the logic combination 
relation, which conjunctions connect multiple independent 
concepts or compound concepts. It includes two components: 
logical relations and concepts list. And the logical relations 
have five types: “and”, “or”, “not”, “entailment”, and “list”; 
“entailment” denotes the progressive relationship and 
causality of concepts; “list” indicates a simple arrangement 
of several concepts. The semantic logic is expressed as a 
two-tuples (2):

  ,Semantic Logic LogicType Concepts List     (2) 
The semantic state is used to describe the compound 

structure of events, which is made up of predicate concepts, 
subject concepts, object concepts and state concepts, as 
shown in (3):

 [ { }
  ]

Semantic State Subject Concepts State Concepts
PredicateConcepts Object Concepts

 (3) 

Notably, the semantic constraint, the semantic logic, and 
the semantic state can nest with each other, for example, “big 
red flowers” is expressed as “<big:<red:flowers>>”.

IV. QUESTION SEMANTIC REPRESENTATION MODEL

To further understand question semantics, we propose a 
question semantic representation model that integrates 
concepts, knowledge and semantic relationships coming 
from the CKT. The related concepts and knowledge defined 
in CKT can extend question semantics. The mapping process 
from the relations of question components to the relations in 
CKT benefits semantic reasoning, enhancing machines to 
recognize the real intentions. 

We define the basic semantic representation unit for the 
model, which is semantic nodes. The semantic node includes 
six components: question representation, part of speech, 
matching knowledge nodes, matching concepts, matching 
attributes, matching relations, as shown in (4):

    

Question = {question representation,
 part of  speech,matching knowledge nodes,
 matching concepts,matching attributes,
matching relations} 

 (4) 

where question representation is a formal representation of 
the question; matching knowledge nodes, matching concepts, 
matching attributes, and matching relations are the matching 
knowledge and concepts of question’s elements. And the 
matching knowledge and concepts extend question semantics. 

Semantic nodes make up phrases, phrases and semantic 
nodes are nested with each other to create questions. So 
questions can be formally expressed as semantic constraints, 
semantic logics or semantic states. 

For example, “ ?” (means 
“What is the nickname of Yan Qing in Heroes of the 
Marshes?”), the question representation is expressed as (5):

 [<<<< : >: >: ]  (5) 
where the question representation is a semantic state, and the 
subject of question is a nested semantic constraint.  

TABLE I. THE COMPONENT OF QUESTION SEMANTIC 
REPRESENTATION. 

Component The Content of Component
Part of speech [<<<<nz:nd>:nh>:n>>v]

Matching Concepts [<<<<: _9>: >: _1 >> _12]
Matching Nodes [<<<<[]:[]>:[ ]>:[]>>[]]

Matching Attributes
( , , ,

),( , ,
, )

Matching Relations
( , , ),( , ,

),( , , ),( , ,
),( , , ),( , , )

Besides, the question semantic representation has several 
components, as shown in Table 1. The bold italics represent 
the matching parts of words with a domain knowledge base. 
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A word is likely to represent different concepts, for example, 
 can represent two different concepts, that are 

(stick) and (maize); so the symbol 
_number  is used to distinguish the different concepts of 

the same word. Figure 2 gives the partial attributes of the 
knowledge node “ ”. 

Figure 2. The attributes of node “ ”. 

V. QUESTION SEMANTIC REASONING

To further deduce question semantics, we combine 
knowledge search and answer extraction to construct a 
knowledge-driven reasoning algorithm. It recursively parses 
question components to generate new question semantic 
representation containing related concepts or knowledge 
based on question comprehending knowledge tree, and 
leverage the structured representation to extract answers 
from concept knowledge tree. The reasoning process uses 
concepts and knowledge to connect question representation 
with CKT, which gradually deepens machines’ 
understanding. Therefore, the semantic reasoning is a 
dynamic and iteration comprehending process. To mine the 
critical information of questions, we use question semantic 
representations to extract the center of question. 

The question semantic reasoning makes the semantic 
reasoning for each clause and the main clause, and it calls the 
clause semantic reasoning. Compared to clauses, the main 
clause needs extracting the core part from its object, which is 
the center of question; we replace the object of the main 
clause with the center of question to build a new main clause 
for the semantic reasoning. According to different 
representations, we obtain the center of question from a 
certain part of clause representation. For example, we get the 
center of question from the core element when the object of 
the main clause is a semantic constraint. 

A. The clause semantic reasoning 
The clause semantic reasoning uses a recursive method to 

implement the clause semantic reasoning based on the 
matching knowledge and rules, which is the foundation of 
our method. In fact, the question representation is a nested 
structure, that semantic nodes, semantic constraints, semantic 
logics, and the semantic states can nest with each other to 
express a question. Therefore, the clause semantic reasoning 
starts to make a semantic reasoning from the innermost layer 
of the clause representation by using a recursive method. 
With the continuous reasoning, a nested representation 
gradually evolves into a semantic node. Then we use the 

semantic node to replace the previous representation and 
generate new queries to obtain new knowledge. Here, we 
specify the semantic reasoning of semantic constraints as the 
next paragraph, and the algorithm also adapts to other 
representations. 

First, the algorithm makes a recursive call to the clause 
semantic reasoning if the element of semantic constraint isn’t 
a semantic node. Then we construct new clauses by the 
elements’ semantic reasoning results and generate new 
queries to obtain related knowledge; through the previous 
semantic reasoning, these elements of semantic constraint 
may match new nodes, concepts, attributes or relations, so 
we use these new matching knowledge to replace these 
elements for building new clauses. Finally, the algorithm 
makes semantic reasoning for new clauses. If the elements of 
semantic representation are semantic nodes, the algorithm 
makes semantic reasoning for the original clause directly. 

Figure 3. An Instance of Question Answering. 

Figure 3 specifies the semantic reasoning process of the 
question “

” (In Heroes of the Marshes, who is Wu Song’s 
sister-in-law and Wu Dalang’s wife?). And the dotted boxes 
give the used concepts and knowledge. 

Firstly, the algorithm makes a semantic reasoning for the 
dependent clauses (“ ”). Without matching 
knowledge, we cannot get any results. 

Secondly, through the semantic constraints “<< : >:
>”, we get the question center is “ ” (female) and 

create a new main clause; then we make a semantic 
reasoning for the new main clause. 

Thirdly, we use a recursive call to make semantic 
reasoning for each part of the new main clause; so we make 
a reasoning for “< : >” (<Wu Song:sister-in-law>), 
and the algorithm uses the concept “ _1” to obtain the 
opposite relation concept “ _1” and a synonymous
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concept “ _1”, so we get “ ” as the reasoning 
result; similarly, we make a reasoning for “< : >” 
(<Wu Dalang:wife>), and use the opposite relation concept 
“ _1” to get “ ” as the reasoning result; the two 
parts are “and” relations, so the reasoning result is “ ”.

Fourthly, we update the main clause representation with 
the reasoning result of the subject and generate queries to 
search the related knowledge about “ ”; then we get a 
new main clause “[< > < >]” and a knowledge 
node “[ ]”.

Finally, we make a semantic reasoning for the new main 
clause; depending on the sex attribute of knowledge node 
and a synonymous concept “ _1”, we get the final answer 
“ ”.

Compared to other KB-QA systems, we make the 
semantic reasoning, and it can improve the depth of 
comprehending and the confidence of answers. Although 
some KB-QA systems also can get the correct answer “

”, their systems may think the answer is a person whom 
“ ” and “ ” both have a relation with. When they 
have two or more mutual acquaintances, the final answers 
may be incorrect. 

VI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Dataset 
Our dataset comes from a game show “ ”. We 

collect question-answer pairs from 2012 to 2013 in a website 
(http://www.yzddtk.com/). In this paper, we deal with the 
“SHI” of wh-questions, which the predicate is “SHI”. We 
extract the “SHI” of wh-questions about Heroes of Marshes 
from these data, which has 95 questions. The statistics of 
dataset is shown in Table 2. 

TABLE II. DISTRIBUTION OF THE DATA. 

Dataset
Number of 
“SHI” of 

Wh-questions

Number 
of 

Questions

Average 
Length of 
Questions

Average 
Words of 
Questions

Extracted
Dataset 95 95 24.16 17.63

2012 
Dataset 6239 9436 25.18 17.53

2013 
Dataset 4422 6766 26.53 18.51

We construct a domain knowledge base about Heroes of 
the Marshes based on the CKT. Besides, we integrate the 
semantic knowledge of questions and domain knowledge to 
construct a question comprehending knowledge tree that 
supports the semantic reasoning process, which contains 
various lexical level semantic knowledge and reasoning rules. 

B. Results and Analysis 
We integrate domain knowledge base, concepts base and 

question comprehending knowledge tree to construct the 
KB-QA system. We perform the KB-QA system on the 
Heros of the Marshes dataset and evaluate its performance at 
top-1 level accuracy. 

TABLE III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. 

Dataset Method Accuracy

Heroes of 
the 

Marshes 
Dataset

IR 28.42%
IR+Reason 54.74%
IR+Reason+Filter 62.11%
IR+Revise 31.58%
IR+Reason+Revise 57.89%
IR+Reason+Filter+Revise 65.26%

Table 3 shows our method performance, “IR” denotes the 
information retrieval method. From the first and second 
methods or fourth and fifth methods, we observe that the 
semantic reasoning algorithm obviously improve the 
performance of the system. From the third and sixth methods, 
we observe that revising the preprocessing results can 
achieve a better result. Compared with the second and third 
methods, the filtering answers method apparently improve 
the performance of the system. Experiment results indicate 
that the knowledge in QCKT is beneficial for computers to 
understand user intentions. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In our research, we introduce concept knowledge tree 
into question answering systems and develop a Chinese 
question semantic representation model. It uses relative 
concepts, knowledge and semantic relationships, included in 
concepts and knowledge bases, to strengthen questions’ 
semantics. At last, the question semantic reasoning algorithm 
iteratively develops question semantic representation and 
generates new knowledge from the bases to deduce question-
answer pairs, which gradually obtain the final answers. In the 
future, we will explore more complex questions and increase 
much more knowledge of questions and concepts relations to 
enhance semantic reasoning. 
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